
during the 1920’s had 
e aspgcts of a closed 

are in Provincetown two groups, moderns, who remained skeptical 
each having a different opinion as lest it be reversed at  the annual 

realized, with the provisions of 

irector for 1925 likely to manifest a genuine art- It turned out, however, that the 
Eaton, who had istic merit, we regard it as un- officers of the Association had no 
director late in fair and out of keeping with Am- other idea than to go along with 

the Summer of 1924. Dr. Eaton erican traditions for representa- the motion for a separate modern 
was a much respected, retired tives of either group to be the ,show for at least the year 1927. 
physician, and he seems to have l sole arbiters as to what paintings I Although the provisions of the 
assumed the Office on a temporary shall be shown in the galIeries of motion conflicted, as the officers 
basis until someone more exper- the association. 
ienced in art could be found. Des- 

I to what forms of painting are mos meeting in August. 

Previous Art Association show 

brownish and highly finished Pic- outlook of the artist 
tures of Halsall seemed to her old Of the twelve trus- 
fashioned, and on the other hand tees elected in 1921 at the time of 
the works in which impressionist, on, eight were still in, 
color effects were lacking or in to the moment Of the 

eeting of 1928, and the 
pleasing were relegated to the changes affecting 

t ’  

which the subject matter Was not 

should bear in mind, though, that 
we are discussing Miss Abbie’s reflect any positive volition Of the 
criticism 30 to 40 years after she 
wrote it, and this is a disadvant- 

“no good” category. Perhaps we tee posts had come I 
resignations or deat 

age we fancy few art critics past 

versy was the fact that the pros- 
pectus for the exhibition of this 
year had on the jury list only the 
names of the five honorary vice- with amusement by all 
presidents, whereas there should of the Art association 
have been at least five additional blamed Mr. Miller, some the Art 
artists on the roll. The resulting Association in general, 

petition, written and circulated by been counted on to 100 
Tod Lindemuth and ross Moffett, 

and sent to the director in time 

Director Harold Haven Brown, 

Evidence Of Life 

dissatisfaction brought forth a the members Of the jur association has been noticeable 
from the fact of a division of the 

ism. This difference of point of which was Signed by 30 members artists on the subject of modern  
ually of strength, without them 

for consideration at a member’s view while in no sense new, had 
s 

tension was increasing between no 

meeting called for June 17, 1926. pronounced not in past years to bring been sufficiently/ about twol 

separate shows. This proposal,; 
however, was duly noted upon at 

the ! We have found this somewhat 
ancient document in the Art Asso- 
ciation files, and it is quoted be- 

low in its entirety. the last annual meeting and ar- 


